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1. Introduction 
The classical five-term sequence in the homology of groups [6, p. 2023 has been 
continued to the left in several papers. One obtained ten terms under a special 
hypothesis: for central group extensions and integral coefficients [ 1,7]. In the 
present paper we shall consider an arbitrary extension and arbitrary coefficients 
and develop successively an exact sequence up to ten terms. In the following we 
give a sketch of the procedure. Let 
wo NAG&Q 
be a short exact sequence of groups, and let M be a Q-module. If N 3 G denotes the 
semi-direct product of N and G we have maps 
(1 l 2) ci:NJG-+C, i=O,l, 
defined by eO(n,x) =x, E&X) = n l x, for n EN, x E G. We use the notation E, 
eo, and el, also for the maps induced by C, eo, cl in the homology 
respectively, for k > 0. 
We have analogous maps for the trivial extension 
which we distinguish by the subscript N, in particular for k = 2 
“og ElN : H,(N 3 NM) -tH2(NM) 
(the Q-module M being of course a trivial N-module). Since the sequence (1.3) is 
embedded intc the sequence (1.1) the kernel of eolv is mapped naturally, say by ~_r, 
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into the kernel of 
H2(N 3 GA) “0, H2(G,M). 
We can thus define a group 
(14 V = ker @(ker ~0~ n ker qN) . 
In Sections 2and 3 we see that V fits just into the homology sequence between di- 
mension 2 and 3, that is, we have an exact sequence 
(2.25) H3(GJ4)+H,(QJ0 -% V~H2(G,M+H2(Q,M)+ 
(Theorem 2.3). To prove this we use free presentations and their semi-direct products 
((2.2) and (2.4)). We recall that in [S, section 5] and [7] there is some information 
on the group ker co appearing in(1.4); namely, we have an exact sequence 
MB, H2N + ker e. * Torf(M,Nab) . 
Another remarkable fact to be mentioned here (without proof) is the existence of 
an isomorphism 
(l-6) ker EON n ker eIN sM@Nab 8 Nab 
and an exact sequence involving V, 
(13 Q MsQH2N+V+Tor,(M,Nab)+0. 
As to the case when (1.1) is central, it is shown in Section 4 that then the group V 
reduces to the corresponding result in [ 1 ] and [3]. Moreover we will give in Theorem 
4.2 a sufficient condition such that V is isomorphic to Tory(M, N). 
In Section 5 we show how to get further two terms to obtain from the above 
sequence (2.25) a ten-term exact sequence. We get the new terms by applying the 
spectral sequence t chnique of [7] to the non-central case. The appropriate tool is 
the Grothendieck spectral sequence {f$?q} such that 
Efq = TorF(M, HqN) =+ Torf,(M,Z) = H,(G,M) . 
The result involves the differential 
d, : Tor(i’(M, Nab) + MB Q HP 
and a homomorphism 
Q P 1 Tor2 (M,N,b) +MsQ(Na, 8 Nab) . 
Our ten-term sequence isthen as follows: 
(5 9 
5* 
H4(Q,~~P(kerd2)~H3(G,M)/E~(kerEO)~H3(Q,M)- V+ 
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2. The group V linking dimension two and three 
Let 
(2.1) NY ’ *GA-Q 
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be any short exact sequence of groups, and let A4 be a right-Q-module. Our aim in 
this section is to give besides V the morphisms 5, and e1 * such that the sequence 
t* 
LetR wF-nGandS*F* Q be free presentations of the groups G and Q. We 
get the following free presentation of the extension (2.1) 
S-F-Q 
The semi-direct product N 1 G yields maps 
(23 NS+ 
EO 
NJG----+G, 
v 
~0 as in (1.2), po and r defined by ~&) = (!I, l), r(x) = (1,x>, n t’ N, x E G. 
Thus the semi-direct products R 3 R, S I F, and N 3 G yield XI exact commutative 
diagram 
(2 4 R”--------,S-----+N 
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where 5‘ is defined as 
{((s,x))=(sR,xR)Eik G,sES,xEF. 
Clearly the equation 
EAT = identity 
is preserved by the five-term sequences corresponding to (2.4). We have thus a dia- 
gram 
(2.5) 
H2(S3F,M+H2(N~ G,M+Mq&R~ R&jy+H&SJ F,M)++H1(NJ G,M) 
i 
h 
EO 
‘T 
// H2tiw - 
j); T.J ?; 
eel )r co1 jr 
6 
G’ ab- H, (F.‘h --f$(hO 
0 
such that EAT is the identity of the bottom row. Now in the five-term sequences be- 
longing to the columns in (2.4) there occur the following split exact sequences 
(2.6) Rllb+=’ (R 1 R)abqaR1lb , I' . / -4 
and 
.It is important to note that (2.6) also splits as a sequence of G-modules; this allows 
us to conclude 
(2 09) Ms,,, @ 3 R)Ob = (“@C Rab) ’ (M@ C Rab) l
The proof of (2.9) consists in the following equations 
M@ N3G CR ’ R&b = M@Q <zQ@Nl CCR 3 R)llbI 
= Ms~ (ZBNJN(R 3 R)ab), since ZQ = ZBN~N Z(N 3 G) , 
=ME@R/[S,R] @R/[S,R]) , since(26)is Q-split, 
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By (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9), we are able to write down the kernels of the maps eO in 
diagram (2.5). This leads to the following commutative exact diagram with splitting 
columns 
The map 6, is induced by 6 and is actually a homomorphism into the group 
Hz(G,M): indeed the diagram (2.2) induces an exact diagram (see [6, p. 2041) 
(2.11) H2(GM) -MB, Ra,- Ma,IF 
H,taM, - MeF 'ab ---+M@+IF. 
Thus by (2.10) and (2.11) we have the exact sequence 
(2.12) H,(SI EM) Lker(H$N 3 G,M’) ~H2(G,M)) LH,(G,M) -$(Q,M). 
This result can be restated by referring to the product map cl in (1.2) in the following 
way: 
Proposition 2.1. Let e1 : N I G + G be the product map, and let E I * be the res trictdorz 
of H2(e1 ,M) to ker(H2(N I G,M) -% Hz(G,M)). l%en the sequerlce 
(2.13) f H2(S 3 F,M) -+ ker co E1* H2(G.M) * Hz (121 M) 
is exact. 
Proof. It remains to show that in (2.12) the map S, coincides with cl* appearing in 
(2.13). We start with the diagram 
(2.14) R3R-S3F C ++N 3G 
R<-----+ F -- ..- --++G 
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where e1 is the multiplication. We thus get the following commutative diagram with 
non-exact columns 
(2.15) 
ker e0 - 
S* 
- lMsG Rab 
I I PO 
H2(N 3 G,M) “-Ma NIGcR Cl Rjab 
I 
El 
2-d Ma, Ra, . 
Obviously the map 
‘lb+) : M@, Ra,- M@G %b 
in the right column in (2.15) is the identity, so that 6, = e1 ~0 S, = 6~~ (restricted 
to ker ~0). 
In this equation the last map is the same as el* in (2.13), thus Proposition 2.1 is 
proved. 
Although Proposition 2.1 still depends on the presentation (2.2), sequence (2.13) 
is useful; it will in fact turn out that H&M) is a quotient of the group Hz(S 1 F,M). 
To see this we first apply [5, Corollary 3.33 to the extension SH S 1 F-t) F to ob- 
tain the short exact sequence 
(2.16) MC+ H2S ++ H,(S 3 F&f) * To<-(M, ZFss, F I(S 3 F)) . 
Now by [5, Proposition 4.11 we have 
(2.17) ZFB,, F I(S I F) 2 Sab @ IF (direct sum of F-modules!) 
so that (2.16) yields an isomorphism 
(2.18) H2(S 1 F,M) s Torf’(M,Sab) . 
Similarly we have 
(2.19) H,(S I S,M) z Tor$M,Sab) s MQD H1(S,Sab) 
([S, Corollary 3.81 yields the last isomorphism). 
We now consider 
(2.20) Iv=+N*t, 
together with the extension (2.1) and we label with subscript N the corresponding 
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maps eo.ej, and c (see (2.4) and (2.14)). We have the diagrams 
Now (2. IQ, (2.19), (2.2 1) and Propositi .jn 2.1 yield the following exact 
(2.22) 
fN 
To{(M,Sab) - ker eoiv -= H2(N,M) - 0 
G. 
diagram 
To<(M,Sa$ s ker eO 
‘I* 
--- H2(C;,M) f H,(QJ?) . 
The cokernel of the left-most vertical morphism is just H3(Q,M), since we have 
(2.23) cok (Torf(M,S& Cc + Torr(M,S&)= cok (MB~ H,(S,Sa,) -+ Torf‘(M,S&) 
(by 2.19) 
= TorY(M.(SO& by [S, Prop. 3.11 
= Tory(M,Z) by (2.2). 
Remembering this, the diagram (2.22) allows us to prove the following 
Proposition 2.2. T/w-e is all exact sequewe 
(2.24) $(Q.M) --% ker eo/p(ker eoN n ker elN) l*,HI(G,M) 
E H2CQJfl -+ MsQ Nab ’ +(G,M) -+(Q.M)+O. 
Proof. We define c* to be 5 on the elements of Torr(M,S’b) s H#’ I F, M), which 
represent the elements of H3(Q,M). Also, since eI *~.r (ker E,& = 0 (in (2.22)), we 
can pass from the group ker e. to the quotient ker eO/p(ker el,y*); note that kerel.,,,* 
is equal to ker coy n ker Q. The exactness atthe higher terms in (2.24) is now an 
easy consequence of diagram (2.22). 
The sequence (,.._ 7 74) can be extended in an obvious way; thus we state our first main 
result in the following 
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Theorem 2.3. For any group extension (2. i ) and any Q-module M there is an exact 
sequence 
(2.25) 
s* 
H&M) LH3(Q,M) - V'*,H2(G,M) aH,(Q,M) 
+“@Q Nab ’ elf, +(Q,M)+ 0, 
where V is the group in (1.4) (see also (1 S), (1 A), (1.7)). 
in view of Proposition 2 .2 it remains to prove the exactness at H3(Q,M). This seems 
not to be trivial and will be done in the next section. 
3. Exactness at H,(Q,M) 
We assume the notations of Section 2. Since in diagram (2.4) R I R is a normal 
subgroup of S I F, we can consider the short exact sequence 
where fu is the projection onto the second factor. To make the following more 
lucid we introduce the notations 
(3.2) A=SIF, A’=SU,B=RlR. 
We define homomorphisms 
cl :BI A*A byc&(b,a))=b*a, bEB, aEA; 
?:A+Q by;((s,x))=xS, sES, xEF, 
which fit in an exact commutative diagram 
A”----+ A d Q. 
The top row in (3.3) induces, according [5, sections 4,5], an epimorphic map of 
splitting short exact sequences 
(3.4) ker {cc-fH1(B J A9w 
f0 
---*H2(A,M) 
Torf(M,B,,)+++(B 1 A,M) 5 f$(A,M) - 
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Also, the bottom row in (3.3) yields an exact commutative diagram 
(3 5) . ker F - H2(A, M) LH2tQ9M, 
. 
Torf(M, Aib) z if(~,M) e 1, H, tQ,W . 
Now (3.3) induces a map of diagram (3.4) into (3.5) of which we label only the fol- 
lowing parts: 
W) ---- 
I 
Torf(M,ZQ @AI..) -L Hz(Q,M) . 
The factorization of the morphism 
Tort (M,Bab) + Tor?(M, Aib), called a4 at5 
in (3.6), is evident; the epimorphism 
is the one occuring in [5, Proposition 3.11 (taking in account he change of nota- 
tion). 
We prove the following 
Lemma 3.1. (i) TorF(M,ZQ @A IA) = Torf(M,Sab) 2 H3(Q,M). 
(ii) Let a2 : Hz(S 3 F, M) --w H& Jf) be the epimorphism cr2 iu (3.69, considered 
onto the isomorphic object Hs(Q, M), and let tl * be the restriction of cl in (3.6) to 
ker CO. 
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Then there are homomorphisms rl and v such that we have a commutative diagram 
(3.7) 
51* 
+ H2(A,M) = H2(S 3 F,M) 
a2 
Y 
Torf(M,R/[S,R]) v To;Te, ZQ@A IA) zH~(Q,M) l
Proof. (i) We have the equations 
= zss (Sob @ IF) by (2.17) 
which yield the result (i). 
(ii) Since A&, = SQb @ S& , Bob = Rob @ Rob (see (3.2)), we have the Q-split exact se- 
quences 
with ~1~ the injection of the first factor and with nl the projection onto the first 
factor. Using sequences (3.8), (3.9), the bottom row in (3.3), and considering (2.2) 
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and [6, p. 1993, we get a diagram with exact Q-split columns: 
RI[S,Rl -S ab - ZQB~IF ------IQ. 
If we apply the functor To&M,-), it yields the following commutative diagram 
(3.10) Tor?(MN [SRI) 
V 
-- TOf(n$sab) 
ml 
1 I 
= 
Torlf(M*(Bab)A ‘) z Tory(M,Aib) 2 Torf(M, ZQ aA IA) 
I I 
hf(MRI[S,R]) f 0. 
By (3.10) cu3a4 = vnl, and by (3.6) we have a&* = cu3014a5~1 ? thus commutativity 
in (3.7). 
With the preparations o far, we ,an now give the proof that sequence (2.25) is 
exact at the place Hs(Q,Mj. We use first Proposition 2.1. This proposition deals 
with the extension 
N-G -I-nQ 
and yields the exact sequence 
. . . + ker e0 El* H2(G,M) --% H#Dw* 
Consequently the extension 
yields the exact sequence 
(3.11) . ..+kertO*H2(SI F,M) ' l H,(NIG,M). 
Now by (2.13) we have 
im 5‘ C ker (eu : f-$(N 3 GM) +HZ(GM)) , 
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so we can replace (3.11) by the exact sequence 
(3.12) ker co kH2(S3&M) r --+kereO. 
By virtue of Lemma 3.1 and by (2.18), (2.22), (2.23) the sequence (3.12) fits into 
the following commutative diagram with exact columns: 
(3.13) Torf(M Sab) T$%%f$& 
Consequently the bottom row also is exact. Now because there is an epimorphism 
(see e.g. [S, Proposition 3.11) 
H@,M) s Torf(M, Rhb) ++ Torf(M,R/[S,R]) 
whose composition with v is just H&M), we have the exact sequence 
(3.14) H&M) --r-,H3(QJO --% V 
with V as in (1.4), thus completing the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
4. Central extensions 
Ler 
(4.1) NAG&Q 
be a central group extension and M a tn’dal Q-module. We thus have 
NJN=NXN, NIG=NXG, 
and there is the Ganea map 
y:Nci~N-+H$ik 
Also, an appropriate version of [S, Corollary 3.81 yields a splitting exact sequence 
W) MB Ncs N -~TorjV(M,~~._~_,HTorl(M, 
In the following p will denote the maps as before in (2.2 1) and (2.X!), and further 
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theh 
ve the ptoof of Theorem 4.1 after a few remarks. The first part of 
Theorem 4.2 is an easy consequence of Theorem 4.1 : Since we have a commutative 
diagram 
(4.5) 
(M,M) h’ 
if foUows that 
(4.6) p) = 6 if and only if 6 ker (M 
If W danstas tlhe diagonal, ix. the sub roup generated by (n a 11 
is known that the sequenec 
is short exact. Thus g kea(M 8 7) = 0 if and only if (4.3) is satisfied. Therefore, and 
by (4.61, we can deduce from Theorem 4.1 the first part of Theorem 4.2. Part (ii) 
of that theorem is then clear since there, sequence (2.25) is involved. 
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We remark further: If M = 2 then in (4.5) 8 and 8’ are identities, and we have by 
Theorem 4.1 
ker e&.@er ~0~ n ker Q,) 2 (N @ Gab)/1 ker Y . 
This shows that sequence (2.25) is a generalization f former corresponding results, 
especially as developed in [ 11, [2], [3]. 
To prove Theorem 4.1 we begin by computing the kernel of the map 
elN* : ker(H2(N X N,M) -=-+H2(N,M)) +H2(N,M) 
which is induced by the multiplication 
qN:NXN+N. 
According to [S, section 61 the sequence 
W) 
ClON eoN 
N-NXN-N 
gives rise to an exact commutative diagram 
(4.8) M@ H2N M@HN 
Y Y2 
1 I 
ker eoN -H2(NX N,M) 
1 i 
Torr(M, N) +----+ HyN(N X N,M) 
'ON 
*H#M) 
*H,(N,M) 
where all morphisms split. Also the sequence 
(4.9 N-N-----l 
yields a diagram 
(4.10) M csH2N M@H2N 
I I H#vo z ~H2(N,M) - 0 
1 I I 1 Toq(M,N) ATor&M,N) -+O. 
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Since (4.7) is mapped onto (4.9) by 
(4.11) 
lrQN ‘ON 
N-NXN -N 
I 
II 
II PN I 
N~N------+l, 
we have a map from diagram (4.8) to (4.10) in which the epimorphism X in (4.2) ap- 
pears. 
We note: Since obviously the map (4.11) of sequences has a right inverse we also 
have a right inverse from (4.10) to (4.8). 
Now let 
p’ : To{(M,N)- ker eoN 
be a right inverse of ker eoN * Torr(M,N) constructed as in Section 6 in [5]. We 
have associated to $ by (4.8) a direct sum decomposition 
ker eoN z (MB H,N) @ To#M,N) , 
that is, any element x E ker eoN has the form x = _Y + z for certain _I’ E MB HZN, 
z E Torr(M, N). If we consider (4.2) there are in addition 
aEM&V@NandbETorl(M,N) 
such that 
z=a+b, 
and the element x above reads as 
(4.12) x=y+a+b. 
We compute the image ofx under the homomorphism 
elN: H2(N X N,M)+H2(N,M). 
We have 
(4.13) el,@) = elm ’ elN(a) t El,@) 9 by (4.12)) 
= y + (Ma r)(a) + b 
(the note above is important for concluding elN(b) = b), and we recall 
y+(Msy)(a)EM@HZN, bETorl(M,N). 
So, if elN(x) = 0, then b = 0 and y + (Ma r)(a) = 0, and hence by (4.12) 
(4.14) x=-(M@y)(a)+a foranaEM@N@N. 
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The calculations above have thus yielded 
(4.15) ker eoN n ker eIA, =b-(MW)(a)+aE(M@HZN)@Torf?MJr)jaEM~NqpN}. 
It is now easily verified that there is a homomorphism @of the group V in (1.4): 
(MS H2N) @ Tor@,N) # Torf (MN) 
‘={(-Mwy)(a)+p(a) I aEM@N@N} -p ker(M@ y) 
defined on the numerators by 
(4.16) @ (c + d) = p(M@ y)-‘(c) + d , 
cEM8H2N, d E TorF(M,N) . 
One also verifies immediately that Q, is an isomorphism, thus proving Theorem 4.1. 
5. A ten-term exact sequence 
Under the same general hypothesis as in Theorem 2.3 we now establish aten- 
term exact sequence that deals with the sequence (2.25). We have mentioned al- 
ready in the introduction that we use ‘0, e 1 other than in dimension 2 also to de- 
note the morphisms 
(5.1) H3 (N 3 G,M) + H3 (GM) 9 
and there is no ambiguity in the definition (1.4) of the group V and in the term 
H3(G,M)/e1 (ker co) that will appear in the result. 
The extension (2.1) and the right-Q-module M give rise to the two functors 
263, - : G-modules +Q-modules 
M@Q - : Q-modules +abelian groups 
and their composition 
MB,- : G-modules +abelian groups . 
Therefore there is a Grothendieck spectral sequence (E,p’q, d,), [6, p. 2991, conver- 
ging to the homology of G with coefficients in M: 
(5 -2) ETq = TorQ(M, HqN) * Torz(M,Z) = H,(G,M) l P 
If {Ekq,;i,> is the spectral sequence associated tothe split extension 
(5 3 N-N1 GEO-‘G 
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and the (C)module M, then the diagram 
(5 4 
Cc0 
N+----+NJ G 
CO 
------+*G 
Np p ) GAQ 
induces a morphism of spectral sequences 
{zpq, zr]-f (Erp.4, dr}, 
and a morphism of the filtration of H,(N3 GM) into the filtration of H,(G,Mj. 
The procedure in this general case is now analogous to the one worked out by 
Hilton and Stammbach [7, proof of Theorem 2.11. For that reason we pass imme- 
diately to the result. By (5.2) we have fm differential 
d2 : Torf(M,Nab) = Et’ -+ I$’ = MB~ H2N, 
and by [5, Proposition 3. l] there is a homomorphism 
let us call it /3. The result is then 
Proposition 5.1. There is an exact sequence 
W) J4JQJO +p(ker 4) --+GM)Iq(ker co) --% H3(QJ0 . 
We can generalize Theorem 2.3 to the following 
Theorem 5.2. ?Cor any short exact sequence of groups 
(2 1) . N,' l G&Q 
and any Q-module M we have a ten-term exact sequence 
W) II,(QJO-+P(kerd2) +H3(G,M)/el(ker o) --% H3(Q,M) --, 
5* 
- V fl* H2(G,M) LH,(eJO -+Msp Nab -sH,(G,M) -E-H,(Q.M)+O , 
where the group V is defined by ( 1.4) (see also ( 1.5), ( 1.6), ( : .7 j). 
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